Prognostic accuracy of five simple scales in childhood bacterial meningitis.
In childhood acute bacterial meningitis, the level of consciousness, measured with the Glasgow coma scale (GCS) or the Blantyre coma scale (BCS), is the most important predictor of outcome. The Herson-Todd scale (HTS) was developed for Haemophilus influenzae meningitis. Our objective was to identify prognostic factors, to form a simple scale, and to compare the predictive accuracy of these scales. Seven hundred and twenty-three children with bacterial meningitis in Luanda were scored by GCS, BCS, and HTS. The simple Luanda scale (SLS), based on our entire database, comprised domestic electricity, days of illness, convulsions, consciousness, and dyspnoea at presentation. The Bayesian Luanda scale (BLS) added blood glucose concentration. The accuracy of the 5 scales was determined for 491 children without an underlying condition, against the outcomes of death, severe neurological sequelae or death, or a poor outcome (severe neurological sequelae, death, or deafness), at hospital discharge. The highest accuracy was achieved with the BLS, whose area under the curve (AUC) for death was 0.83, for severe neurological sequelae or death was 0.84, and for poor outcome was 0.82. Overall, the AUCs for SLS were ≥0.79, for GCS were ≥0.76, for BCS were ≥0.74, and for HTS were ≥0.68. Adding laboratory parameters to a simple scoring system, such as the SLS, improves the prognostic accuracy only little in bacterial meningitis.